Ally Energy Solutions and R Systems Join Forces
Ally Energy expands Industrial Controls capabilities, provides growth opportunities for the R Team
Overland Park, KS, March 1, 2019 - Ally Energy Solutions and R Systems are pleased to announce that R
Systems will join the Ally team effective May 1, 2019. This step comes after several years of working
together serving common customers and a strong working relationship established through the
successful implementation of numerous projects.
With offices in Overland Park KS, Conway AR, Denver CO, San Marcos CA and a staff of thirty-one Energy
Solutions professionals, the Ally team provides innovative energy solutions that span energy supply,
demand side efficiency, distributed energy resources and data solutions. Ally serves industrial and
manufacturing clients throughout the United States, having completed projects in forty states during
2018.
Based in Merriam Kansas with a Staff of ten Industrial Control Systems professionals, serving diverse
customers including Municipal and Military Water/Wastewater, both red and white Meat Processors,
OEM Machine Manufacturers, Seed Treating, Crop Sciences, Hospitals, Leather Tanners, and
Environmental Control Systems Manufacturers, R Systems has a history of developing trust and longterm relationships with an impressive customer base.
The combined teams share a common business culture where relationships are earned and valued, not
just with clients, but 360 degrees. From clients to supply chain partners, contractors, teammates and
professional peers, this is a team that always places the relationship ahead of the transaction, focuses
on creating true alignment of interest, while trusting that this is inherently profitable for all.
Now more than ever, industrial facilities are relying on digital technology and data driven solutions to
identify and validate energy opportunities, increase production rates, reduce waste, and improve
quality. With ever-changing software and hardware products, this can be a daunting task. The growing
Ally Team is committed to providing seamless energy data, industrial controls and energy solutions to
our clients in every project we undertake. We are well equipped to deliver these solutions, with an
extensive track record in our chosen markets, a deep pool of domain knowledge and a national network
of trusted channel partners.
R Systems and Ally will continue to operate independently though May 1, 2019, while collaborating on
transition logistics and providing seamless service to our respective customers.
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